An reliability assessment model based on multivariate degradation measures and competing failure analysis is presented. The multi-dimensionality reduction processing has applied to multivariate degradation measures to extract the key features for ease of calculation. The cumulative distribution function of sudden failure is calculated in terms of degradation data rather than time domains, and the reliability assessment model based on competing failure analysis is established. An example of an equipment component with competing failure data is applied to verify the validate of the model.
Introduction
Equipment component failure is usually caused by the competition between sudden failure and degradation failure. There have been many literatures (Nelson W B., 1975; Bai D S, Chun Y R., 1991; Zhang Z H, Mao S S., 1995; Wang B X., 2002) for the study of reliability assessment on competing failure mechanism, used the failure rate to build the completion failure assessment model. Couallier (Nikulin M. Probability, 2006) described the relationship between the rate of sudden failure and degradation using exponential function, and Zhao Jianyin (Zhao J Y , Liu F, Sun Q, et al., 2006) assumed linear function to describe the relationship. Yang and Xue (Yang K, Xue J., 1996) make a simple analysis for the concomitant circumstance which have degradation failure and sudden failure. Zuo (Zuo M J , Jiang R, Yan R CM., 1999) has made improvement to their analysis method on the basis of summing up the work of Yang and Xue, but the model is too simplified to have strong applicability. Huang (Huang W, Askin R G., 2003) assume that sudden failure and degradation failure independent of each other, then established a competing failure model using series model and two failure rate functions.
The research in those literatures has some limitations. On one hand, the current research on reliability assessment method for degradation failure are mostly based on single degradation measure, but these studies are difficult to apply to reality because many components has multivariate degradation measure. On the other hand, you cannot simply assume that sudden failure and degradation failure independent of each other, because the more serious performance degradation, the more likely to occur sudden failure.In addition, it is difficult to record the exact sudden failure time in a scheduled observation experiment, so obtain accurate failure rate model is impossible, but the degradation are readily available while occur sudden failure.
Based on the above analysis and the new assumptions, the paper presents a reliability analysis model based on multivariate degradation measures and competing failure, process multivariate data using multi-dimensionality reduction method, describe the cumulative distribution function of sudden failure in terms of degradation data, and the reliability assessment model based on competing failure analysis is established, finally some examples are given.
Assumptions
This study builds on the following assumptions:
(1) Component failure modes with p kinds of degradation and a sudden failure mode, the two compete with each other leading to product failure. Degraded feature vector (5)Assumed sudden failure is relevant with only one performance degradation characteristics.
Reduction analysis of multivariate degradation measures
Component has p types of degradation failure model, its general expression for reliability is     
is the joint probability density function of p performance degradation measures in time t . The problem of solving   1 , , p f y y  is the core problem. If these characteristics are independent of each other, the calculations of equation (1) can be simplified, then equation (1) can be transformed into
The degradation characteristics tend to restrict each other in the process of components degradation. Some degradation characteristics have a strong correlation between, and some have a weak correlation. To simplify the calculation, the performance degradation can be multi-dimensional data reduction process, the aim is transform the related multiple performance degradation data into unrelated data. The steps are classification and filtering.
(1) Classification of multivariate degradation measures. Principal component analysis can be used based on related degree of degradation characteristics classification. . The higher of ks T  , the more slowly degraded of the k-th degradation, otherwise degraded faster. If degradation of certain degradation characteristics significantly slower, these characteristics have little impact on reliability and can be removed. For the remaining degradation characteristics can be filtered in characteristics with strong related: Select a key degradation characteristics which had the fastest degraded to represent these strong related characteristics according to the comparison of these pseudo-failure time.
b dimension degradation data can be considered relatively independent after classification and filtering of multivariate degradation measures, then the reliability expression of component is 
is the failure rate function of sudden failure when the amount of degradation is x ,  is the integral variable of t .
If sudden failure and all degradation are independent, the reliability function competing failure is 
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In General, the more serious performance degradation, the more likely to occur sudden failure, so it cannot simply assume that sudden failure and degradation failure independent of each other. According to the chart analysis of the test data, sudden failure can be considered relevant with degradation if more and more sudden failure in the test during the process of degradation.
Assumed sudden failure is relevant with only one performance degradation characteristics in assumption (5). Due to the degradation of weight distribution is a function of time, thus can avoid the direct relationship of failure rate and time, and using the degradation to characterize the regularity of sudden failure.
When the amount of the k-th component degradation is k y , note sudden failure on degradation condition probability for the
Example analysis
Suppose a total 22 samples for key components of equipment testing, there are 4 degradation characteristics (2)Estimates the parameters of the Distribution function of performance degradation Table 1 shows the data of   1 Y t in each 500h intervals, samples of which 15 performance degradation occurs, the other 7 samples of unexpected failure. 
The degradation expectations in
Separate each parameter calculated in the first two steps into the above equation, obtained the reliability at all times under competing failure mode, its reliability curves as shown in Figure 1 . The following curve is considering competing failure reliability, curve above is only considering degradation of reliability of failure.
Conclusion
This paper studied the competition issues contains multiple performance degradation failure and sudden failure, simplified the calculations through the multivariate degradation data dimension reduction, the cumulative distribution function of sudden failure is calculated in terms of degradation data rather than time domains, finally get a concise and rational competition failure model. Studies have shown that only degradation failure model and ignore the sudden failure will overestimate the component reliability. 
